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I have been a photographer/head 
photographer for around 10 years and 
still derive much joy taking snapshots 

of our bikers in action. 

The photography team have grown over 
the past few months, and we have 2 

new photographers -
Johan & Carien van Rooyen

Amongst the main functions of 
photography, I have served this 

awesome chapter as a treasurer and 
bikerbuddy.



In my profession as Airline pilot, I have always 
enjoyed being around people. I joined H.O.G. 

Johannesburg in 2016 and have been involved 
in Activities as well as the Charity events of the 

Chapter. 

On weekends I enjoy spending time with my 
wife Nora-Jean (NJ) who also rides her own 

Harley Davidson®️ and we have two beautiful 
children together. 

With the closing of Johannnesburg Chapter we 
moved over to H.O.G. ROC. In my current 

position as Training Officer I am responsible for 
training the Marshals, Biker Buddies as well as 

Pack Rider training and all other training for 
our members in the Chapter. 

I am also adding my expertise as Road Captain 
and Marshal.



Married to my beautiful wife Jacqui Bosch, that learnt to ride a motorbike 

on a Harley Davidson®️. I have two sons, Keagan (19) that is studying to 

become a personal trainer while working part time and Connor (15) that is 

in Grade 9 that is more focused on girls than his studies.

From a young age, I always had a love for Motorbikes and speed. My first 

Harley Davidson®️, the FXDR®️ was clearly a transition my from Super Bike 

days. I quickly realised I’m not as young as I used to be, so I settled for 

something a little more comfortable.

My passion for HD®️ grew quickly as I met new people and wanted to 

become involved in the Chapter and give back in a way that I felt I was 

welcomed in. I wanted to make a difference, so I signed up to become a 

Biker Buddy, a Marshal and to become part of Activities where I moved up 

into becoming the Activities Officer. I Love seeing the enjoyment the 

Members get back after a great rally, event or H.O.G. Nite as well as 

arriving safely at the venue on a Sunday Ride, it makes it all worth while.

For those that know me, I have a “little” OCD, so when planning events with 

my team, we ensure every detail is taken care of for your enjoyment. Truth 

be told, I have a great team that makes my job easy.







500km Winners:  

Team: ViKings and Queens

Rodney, Nadine, Sifiso, Lynn, Marie 

and Jacqui

1000km Winners:  

Team: CVO Horse Power

André and Ryan



Unofficial rides will still take place every Sunday departing from Engen New Redruth. 

Departure time:  8:30 for 9:00 

Info to be posted on H.O.G. ROC social platforms.



10th Ian Shayler

12th Bishante Singh

16th Tanita Malan-Cameron

17th Michelle Stander

19th NJ Freeman

21st Willie Brits

23rd Odette Esson

23rd Manie Pretorius

28th Bruce Schwartz

29th Anusherie Padaychee
Happy Birthday

from all of us at

17th Denise Preston

19th Jeff Hampton

23rd Marie Reynders

29th Maurice Pin

31st Patty Blassoples



for being a part of our Chapter, without YOU it will not be as amazing as it is!


